
Ques%ons for “The Tolstoy Estate “ 

1. Goodreads :  “ This is an ambi%ous, accomplished and astonishingly 
good: an engrossing, intense and compelling explora%on of the horror & 
brutality of conflict and the moral, emo%onal, physical & intellectual 
limits that people reach in war %me. It is also a poignant, biDersweet 
love story and most movingly, a novel that explores the no%on that 
literature can s%ll be a potent force for good in the world’ . Discuss. 

2.  What did you think of the use of the leDers between Katerina and Paul 
half-way through the novel. Did they enhance or give away too much of 
what happened between them? 

3. Discuss the con%nued references from “War & Peace” and whether this 
added to the whole story. Were there similari%es between the plots? 

4. Katerina: “If literature exerts any influence at all, it’s subtle and slow and 
possibly not even beneficial, at least not always.” 

Paul: “I believe it is beneficial and enduring. Even the worst of it survives, 
it’s author and the best outlives the language it’s composed in. 

Which of these two statements do you believe in? Give an example.   

5. Paul: I’ve no%ced old soldiers tend to grow fond of former enemies in 
propor%on to how biDerly they once tried to kill each other.”  Do you 
think this can be true? 

6.   Do you think that  Conte develops the other characters well? Discuss 
with reference to one other character in the novel who you found 
interes%ng. How much did dialogue contribute to this? 



7. There is a lot of surgical descrip%on in the novel. Did you find that this 
showed the extent of the brutality of war or did you tend to skip some of 
this detail? 

8. Paul: “I had my reading of War and Peace to remind me not only that 
love doesn’t always conquer but that arguably it’s beDer that way- that 
thwarted love is stronger, more enduring than the domes%cated kind.” 
Discuss. 

9. Did you want to know more about the %me that Katerina and Paul 
eventually meet up or was the short descrip%on in the leDer sufficient. 

10.  Katerina and Paul both go back to the Estate many years later. Was this 
to relive their %me there or the strong connec%on with Tolstoy? 

11.  “This story is very evoca%ve of the %me and place at the centre of this 
wonderful novel.” Do you agree? 

12. Has this novel made you want to read (or reread) War & Peace? 

13. Did you have a favourite line or paragraph that you would like to share? 

             


